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0.1. In this handbook on English PronunciationS, we will deal with di‡erent
accents of English: either neutral (in the first volume) or regional “ social accents
(more than 200, in the second volume). Arguably, today, five of them are the fittest
for describing and teaching purposes: three neutral and two mediatic accents.

Of course, they are the American and British neutral accents (rather than ‘stan-
dard accents', because the term ‘standard' stands more for something which is com-
mon and cheap, rather than excellent and recommended), together with their ‘me-
diatic' variants (from non-local tv “ radio), which are now as frequently heard as
the neutral ones, in the news, in the movies, and in songs.

0.2. <e fifth is the ‘International' accent of English, which we prefer to use as
a first choice, instead of having to choose between the American and the British
one, either in their neutral or mediatic versions. In fact, it could usefully be em-
ployed in other pronunciation books and pronouncing dictionaries (and in com-
mon dictionaries, too), as well as in everyday teaching.

As a matter of fact, this International pronunciation has proven to be a good
teaching and descriptive device, which is somehow intermediate between the two
principal present-day accents: neutral American or British.

<e correspondent mediatic ones, although not properly a kind of regional ac-
cents, are in any case more di‡erentiated from one another, than the neutral ones.

0.3. <e International accent is both simpler and still less far away from the
two extremes. <us, we decided to show first the International accent, fully pho-
netically transcribed, immediately followed by the American and British di‡er-
ences only (generally, instead of repeating each example completely, in order to
draw special attention directly to the di‡erences, and to avoid missing to note
them, if distracted by longer and similar stretches of symbols).

<ey are followed by the diaphonemic transcription and, finally, by their or-
thographic version.

<is is done on purpose, in order to show first the phonetic structures, then the
phonemic one, for the necessary comparisons; only at the very end, the correspon-
ding written examples are given, so that the ‘mysterious' current spelling does not
ba‡le foreigners.

0. A general introduction
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<e meaning of ‘International English'

0.4. <ere are two opposed meaning of this phrase (and at least three more, in
intermediate –though less well defined– positions).

<e best possible meaning refers to what is superior and free from local peculiar-
ities, and is good for anybody. <us an International Pronunciation of English must
be di‡erent from any localizable and easily recognizable kind of accent, especial-
ly from the many stigmatized ones. Of course, it has to be more similar to the A-
merican and British neutral accents, than to any other lesser-known accents.

Furthermore, it must also avoid what is too clearly American or British: hot˚ so
('hØt, 'sø;¨) are better than ('hAt) (American) and ('s‘;¨) (British), as marry /'mx<i/
is much better than /'m™<i/, which is more suitable for merry, and even for Mary
(British /'m™È<i/). As a matter of fact, the opposition between /™</ and /™˘</ is quite
secondary, and more a problem than an advantage.

0.5. In addition, it should adhere more to the current English spelling, especially
as far as r is concerned: it is a good thing that saw /'sø:/ is di‡erent from sore /'sø:≤/.
However, it is no use –actually– that hurry /'hÈ:<i/ be di‡erent from furry /'fÈ:<i/.

Arguably, we do not mean to favor spelling pronunciations at all. Although,
when a word has more than one pronunciation allowed and recognized, the sim-
pler one has to be preferred, which generally means the one that is less di‡erent
from spelling: nephew /'n™fjuu/ rather than /'n™vjuu/.

<e second –extreme and far-fetched– meaning of International English, is an
unfortunate and quite inappropriate lexical choice for what –more reasonably–
should be called ‘multinational' or ‘intercultural' English, or –combining them–
multicultural English. <is is quite logical, as we will see below.

0.6. Ã 13 of the book Gimson's Pronunciation of English (2008]) –\ Teaching and
Learning the Pronunciation of English as an Additional Language– introduces some
targets for teaching and learning the pronunciation of English for foreigners. Besides
Native-Speaker Targets, the new ‘Amalgam English' and an ‘International English' are
presented.

Unfortunately, the meaning of the latter –‘International English'– is the exact
opposite of our own (and many others') International English. In fact, our concep-
tion of it is highly evaluative: the International accent is even higher than actual
native neutral American or British accents. It is the ‘purification' of both: it choos-
es the best of them both, reducing the single peculiarities of each of them. It avoids
both what is too American and too British, fusing them into one simplified, but
still natural, system with the best of them.

0.7. Certainly, it is nothing ‘artificial', because many singers and actors use it,
more or less coherently, but systematically, as many cnn newsreaders do.

On the contrary, the ‘International English' of that chapter is presented as an
extremely simplified kind of English, to be used mostly by non-native speakers,
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which ‘produces what might still be an intelligible form of English, given that
communication using it will be in contexts where the language used has a fair de-
gree of predictability'. Practically, the lowest possible ‘thing' that, euphemistically,
we could still call English (pace Kachru and Jenkins).

Nor is any better the intermediate kind of English pronunciation, presented
as ‘Amalgam English', which only seeks for an ‘easy intelligibility by native speak-
ers' rather than trying to sound like a native speaker. <is one is very far even from
our own simplified kind of International English, which has a reduced number of
symbols, but is still more precise than current descriptions, articulatory figures,
and transcriptions, that we can find in most books, even recent ones.

0.8. <us, we do not want to kid ourselves about learning and teaching. <ose
who do not have a feel for the pronunciation of a language (\ for Natural Phonet-
ics) will not get better results if they try to study the phonetics of that language,
even in a simplified form. <e world is full of people who –somehow– do commu-
nicate in English, even without studying any phonetics, and with at least some
words pronounced better than this ‘amalgamatic' limitation would allow. But
those who understand that it is important to pronounce a language well, must aim
at our kind of International English pronunciation, at least in its simplified form,
or in its native-like form, which uses a few more precise symbols and diagrams (°
especially Ã 3-4).

Sociophonics

0.9. Although, especially in speech and conversation, we can happen to talk a-
bout sociolinguistics, we do prefer to use the term sociophonics (\ socio-phonetics
and socio-phonemics, including intonation, and paraphonics, or ‘sound paralin-
guistics').

As a matter of facts, ‘sociolinguistcs', as it is nowadays, seems to be something
more like an occasion to gossip about the pretended linguistic behavior of some
speakers, depending mainly on their ‘social classes'. In doing this, several –rare or
peculiar, too– realizations are often listed, which can be about 1%, or 5% (or, as
we may happen sometimes to read, something like 0.21%, or 47.03%, Æ). But,
even a 20% of occurrences may be nothing interesting, or actually determining,
when speaking of pronunciation.

<e di‡erent social classes, age ranges, living and housing standards, educa-
tional levels, and roles and genders are not free from curious surprises, when it
comes to draw some conclusions about speech and pronunciation, in particular.

As a matter of fact, we prefer to consider actual and unbiased criteria, ground-
ed on shared degrees of standardization of levels of pronunciation characteristics,
such as those that we can call: typical˚ broad(er)˚ light(er)˚ old(er)˚ young(er)˚ ur-
ban˚ rural˚ refined˚ uneducated˚ hypercorrect˚ and also possible˚ occasional˚ rare˚ fre-
quent˚ Æ.
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Of course, they are related to neutral pronunciation (although this is actually
used by about 3% of the total speakers of any language), which, directly or indi-
rectly (\ consciously or unconsciously), certainly influences so many sound choic-
es. <us, besides the typical (and unmarked) occurrences, we will use one or more
upward (±) or downward (≠) arrows, depending on their respective acceptability
and recommendability.

0.10. In addition to neutral pronunciation, two further forms are likely to
influence the choices of few, or many, individual speakers. <e first is mediatic pro-
nunciation, which (somewhat too generously) someone considers as if it were the
newer ‘standard' of pronunciation, since it is thought to be less élitist, more wide-
spread, and almost regionless and classless.

<e other factor which can influence one's choices is local pronunciation, even
if it can generally coincide with the broadest local pronunciation, but it is shared
by well-educated people. <is can be a choice that di‡erentiates from other places
–even if they correspond to neutral choices– just to keep a bit of local flavor, as
something typical.

We will mark both these choices (\ mediatic or local) with a double arrow (˝),
to mean that their subjective prestige (indicated by the upward part of the arrow)
is not connected with real neutral pronunciation; thus, being something more like
(≠), in relation to neutral choices.

Wells' ‘standard lexical sets' for vowels

0.11. #th Accents of English (1982), Wells introduced his ‘standard lexical sets'
to describe the stressed vowels of di‡erent accents of the English language. <ey
consist in 24 words (kit, dress, trap, lot, strut, foot, ba<, clo<, nurse,

fleece, face, palm, <ought, goat, goose, price, choice, mou<, near,

square, start, nor<, force, cure) chosen to represent groups of words which
are thought to present the same phoneme, but referred to di‡erent accents and rep-
resented by di‡erent traditional sets of symbols. Often there were uselessly di‡er-
ent symbols, while some other times one same symbol was used for di‡erent pho-
netic realities, as /e, E/ for ‘dress-words', but /√/ for ‘strut-words', and so on.

It is apparent that ‘ba<-words' may go with ‘trap-words' for some speakers,
but with ‘palm-words' for others, according to their own accents. <e same is true
for ‘clo<-words' that may go with ‘lot-words' or with ‘<ought-words'. Of
course, a completely coherent native speaker would have no problems. But most
native speakers are at a loss if they have to group ‘nor<-words' and ‘force-words',
because they already have them merged, completely. <e same is true for many
other words belonging to some of the other groups.

0.12. Soon enough, however, another problem arose, because some other
speakers distinguish further phonemes, in comparison with those posited by Wells.
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It is clear that his words (and groups) are not su‚cient to cover all phonemic oc-
currences in all accents, with further problems about doubts and uncertainties. In
fact, many authors had to add other groups, for further accents, or just for com-
pleteness even of some of Wells' accents.

Also unstressed vowels and relevant categories of consonants received, at times,
their specific words to refer to some particular phonemes or contexts. But, even
for native speakers, this method soon proved not to be the best or surest one. As
a matter of fact, some words that should represent some minor categories, with
di‡erent usage by di‡erent people, were misleading. Besides, many people (again,
even native speakers) did not know how to group a considerable number of words.
<is caused mistakes and further misunderstandings.

<e Natural Phonetics approach and the Diaphoneme

0.13. In our Natural Phonetics (“ Tonetics) approach to the di‡erent accents of
English (and, indeed, of other languages), we start from the phonemes, to build up
phonemic categories, but we add, of course, the necessary diaphonemes (which are
primary or secondary).

Our phonemes and diaphonemes are chosen according to interphonemic criteria.
<ey must be as ‘natural' as possible, which means less arbitrary, and closer to gen-
eral usage. For instance, today, the symbol /e/ is no longer suitable for English (ex-
cept, in case, for Australian, New-Zealand and South-African accents, if dealt with
in isolation, by themselves). Of course, /E/ is a bit better, if we want to remain with-
in the scanty o‚cial IPA inventory (or oƒIPA – which, actually, is nothing more
than a phonemic alphabet, in spite of its o‚cial name: ‘International Phonetic
Alphabet'). On the other hand, for certain accents (such as those of Scotland or
California), the symbol /E/ would be closer to reality.

However, a better symbol would certainly be /™/, which (in our canIPA alpha-
bet) lies exactly between /e/ and /E/. As a matter of fact, to be actually useful, we
have to start from the international accent, or at least from the two more widely
known, American and British, neutral accents. And the three of them do have /™/!

0.14. <e inventory of our phonemic symbols for International English, then,
must include: /i, ¤, ™, x, å, a, A, Ø, ø, ¨, u, È/, for the vowels, and /m, n, ˙÷ p, b, t,
d, k, g, c, G÷ f, v, †, ∑, s, z, S, Z÷ j, w, h, <, l, §/, for the consonants (it is quite clear,
nowadays, that the symbols ‘/TS, DZ/' are no longer fit for accurate transcriptions).
<e vocalic symbols, however, usefully combine to form the diphthongs: /ii, ™¤,
a™, ø™, aø, ø¨, uu÷ ¤È, ™È, ¨È/. We could avoid /a/, but this would be just a meager
saving, to the detriment of precision, should we have to write /A™, Aø/. <e same
is true for /<, l, §/, should we think to simply use /r, l/! But Natural Phonetics (“
Tonetics) cannot stoop to compromises.

In addition to these (basic) phonemes, there are the primary diaphonemes, which
are necessary to identify the most typical American and British peculiarities, to
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distinguish between the two of them, or between them and the international
form. <us, we need the following ‘dotted' symbols: /X, [, ], ˘÷ ù, ˆ, ≤/. <en, the
primary diaphonemes for vowels are: /X, [:, ], ˘:, ˘, ¤˘, ™˘, ¨˘/.

0.15. <e secondary diaphonemes of English are less important because they
just indicate more limited occurrences or combinations. For them, we add /J, R,
r, E÷ ã/ (rarely, /·/, as well) to obtain: /r:, RJ, rE, R<, r<, j˘÷ ã, ·/ (as will be seen).

<e diaphonemes are a better way to represent and indicate pronunciation
di‡erences, rather than just adding a second (or a third) transcription, in order to
be able to show them clearly and concisely (instead of repeating whole series of
words, often, just for one single di‡erence).

Most of all, the diaphonemes, instead of wasting space in a page (or in the col-
umn of a dictionary), englobe the very nature of possible variation between di‡er-
ent accents, without letting people think otherwise.

<is kind of diaphonemic transcription is expressly devised for this kind of de-
scription, together with its corresponding phonetic and phonotonetic transcrip-
tions. <e mediatic (American and British) accents will be dealt with later on, in
comparison with their neutral accent, before presenting the other various socio-
-geographical accents.

Di‡erent symbols found in dictionaries and textbooks

0.16. It will be useful to list the correspondences between our diaphonemic
symbols and the phonemic symbols used in recent dictionaries, and especially in
the three current English pronouncing dictionaries (Longman, Cambridge, Ox-
ford). <ese do not always agree for certain aspects, but we show them (between
‘ ') after the diaphonemes, with examples.

Other broader or older symbolizations are given after ‘;'. <e order followed
here is the reversed –more traditional– one.

0.17. Vowels

/i/ ‘/i, I/' lady /'l™¤di/ y('l™¤di) Y•¥('l™Idi)
/¤/ ‘/I÷ i/' bit /'b¤t/ ('b¤t)
/™/ ‘/e, E/' let /'l™t/ ('l™t)
/x/ ‘/x, a/' hat /'hxt/ ('hxt)
/å/ ‘/√, È/' hut /'håt/ y•¥('håt) Y('h√t)
/Ø/ ‘/O, A:, A÷ o/' hot /'hØt/ y•¥('hØt) Y('hAt)
/̈ / ‘/U÷ u/' book /'b¨k/ ('b¨k)
/u/ ‘/u, U/' influenza /¤nflu'™nzÈ/ y(&¤Mflu'™nzå) Y(-¯'™nz√) ¥(-¯'™nzå)
/È/ ‘/È/' another /È'nå∑È≤/ y(È'nå∑Èq) Y(È'n√∑≥) ¥(È'nå∑å)˚ contain /kÈn't™¤n/ y(khÈn-

'th™;¤n) Y•¥(kh=n'th™;In)
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/A:/ ‘/A:, A÷ a:/' spa /'spA:/ ('spA:), starry /'stA:<i/ y•Y('stA;<i) ¥('stA;>i)
/ø:/ ‘/O:, O÷ o:/' law /'lø:/ y•¥('lø:) Y('lO:), story /'stø:<i/ y•Y('stø;<i) ¥('stø;>i)

/ii/ ‘/i:, i/' see /'sii/ y('si;i) Y•¥('sI;i)
/™¤/ ‘/eI÷ ei, e/' day /'d™¤/ y('d™;¤) Y•¥('d™;I)
/a™/ ‘/aI, √I÷ ai/' fly /'fla™/ y('fla;™) Y•¥('fla;Ù)
/ø™/ ‘/OI÷ Oi, oi/' boy /'bø™/ y('bø;™) Y•¥('bø;Ù)
/aø/ ‘/aU, AU÷ au/' cow /'kaø/ y('kha;ø) Y•¥('kha;Ö)
/ø¨/ ‘/ÈU, oU÷ ou, Èu, o/' go /'gø¨/ y•Y('gø;¨) ¥('g‘;¨)
/uu/ ‘/u:, u/' who /'huu/ y('hu;u) Y('hU;u) ¥('h¯;u)

/X/ ‘/x, A:/…' last /'lXst/ y•Y('lxst) ¥('lA;st)
/[:/ ‘/A:, x/…' pasta /'p[:stÈ/ y('phA;stå) Y('phA;st√) ¥('phxstå)
/]/ ‘/Ø, A, O:/…' song /'s]˙/ y•¥('sØ;˙) Y('sO:˙), sorry /'s]<i/ y('sØ<i) Y('sO;<i÷ 'sA<i) ¥('sØ>i)
/r:/ ‘/O:, Ø/…' false /'fr:§s/ y('fø;§s) Y('fO;ıs) ¥('fø;ıs, 'fØıs)
/˘:</ ‘/√r, !:, ‘:r, Èr, ò/' hurry /'h˘:<i/ y('hÈ;<i) Y('h≥;i) ¥('hå>i)
/È:</ ‘/‘:r, È:r, Èr, !:/' furry /'fÈ:<i/ y('fÈ;<i) Y('f≥;i) ¥('f‘;>i)

/È:≤/ ‘/‘:, È:, ‘:r, Èr, !:/' fur(s) /'fÈ:≤úzû/ y('fÈ:qúΩû) Y('f≥:úΩû) ¥('f‘:úΩû)
/A:≤/ ‘/A:, A:r, Ar÷ a:, a:r/' car(s) /'kA:≤úzû/ y('khA:qúΩû) Y('khA:<úΩû) ¥('khA:úΩû)
/ø:≤/ ‘/O:, O:r, Or÷ o:, o:r/' door(s) /'dø:≤úzû/ y('dø:qúΩû) Y('dø:<úΩû) ¥('dø:úΩû)
/È≤/ ‘/Èr, ÈÍ, ær, …r, ò/' wonder(s) /'wåndÈ≤úzû/ y('wåndÈqúΩû) Y('w√nd≥úΩû) ¥('wåndå,

-d‘Ω)
/iÈ≤/ ‘/iÈ, IÈ, iÈr, IÈr, IÈÍ, iÈÍ, i…r, iò/' happier /'hxpiÈ≤/ y('hxpiÈq) Y('hxpi≥) ¥('hxpiå)
/¤È≤/ ‘/IÈ, IÈr, Ir, IÈÍ, I…r, Iò÷ iÈ/' beer(s) /'b¤È≤úzû/ y('b¤;ÈqúΩû) Y('bI;≥úΩû) ¥('b¤;å, 'b¤;‘Ω)
/™È≤/ ‘/eÈ, E:, er, Er, eÈÍ, e…r, Eò÷ EÈ/' care(s) /'k™È≤úzû/ y('kh™;ÈqúΩû) Y('kh™;≥úΩû)

¥('kh™;‘úΩû)
/¨È≤/ ‘/UÈ, UÈr, Ur, UÈÍ, U…r, Uò÷ uÈ/' moor(s) /'m¨È≤úzû/ y('m¨;ÈqúΩû) Y('mU;≥úΩû)

¥('m¨;å, 'm¨;‘Ω) (with further pronunciations)
/uÈ≤/ ‘/uÈ, UÈ, uÈr, UÈr, uò, uÈÍ, UÈÍ, u…r, u:ò/' rescuer(s) /'<™skjuÈ≤úzû/ y('<™skjuÈqúΩû)

Y(-¯≥úΩû) ¥(-¯å, -¯‘Ω)

/iiÈ≤/ ‘/i:È, i:Èr, i:ò, i:ÈÍ, i:…r/' seer /'siiÈ≤/ y('siiÈq) Y('sIi≥) ¥('sIiå)
/™¤È≤/ ‘/eIÈ, eIÈr, eIÈÍ, eI…r, eIò/' player /'pl™¤È≤/ y('phl™¤Èq) Y('phl™I≥) ¥('phl™Iå)
/a™È≤/ ‘/aIÈ, √IÈ, aIÈr, aIÈÍ, aI…r, aIò÷ aiÈ/' liar /'la™È≤/ y('la™Èq) Y('laÙ≥) ¥('laÙå)
/ø™È≤/ ‘/OIÈ, OIÈr, OIÈÍ, OI…r, OIò÷ OiÈ, oiÈ/' employer /¤m'plø™È≤/ y(¤m'phlø™Èq) Y(-øÙ≥)

¥(-øÙå)
/aøÈ≤/ ‘/aUÈ, aUÈr, aUÈÍ, aU…r, aUò, AU-÷ auÈ/' tower /'taøÈ≤/ y('thaøÈq) Y('thaÖ≥)

¥('thaÖå)
/ø¨È≤/ ‘/ÈUÈ, oUÈr, oUÈÍ, oU…r÷ ouÈ, ÈuÈ/' slower /'slø¨È≤/ y('slø¨Èq) Y('slø¨≥) ¥('sl‘¨å)
/uuÈ≤/ ‘/u:È, u:Èr, u:ò, u:ÈÍ, u:…r/' doer /'duuÈ≤/ y('duuÈq) Y('dUu≥) ¥('d¯uå)

/˘/ ‘/I, È, ¢, î/' wishes /'w¤S˘z/ y•Y('w¤SÈΩ) ¥('w¤S¤Ω)
/˘</ ‘/Èr, ær, …r, ò/' wondering /'wånd˘<¤˙/ y('wåndÈ<¤˙, -~G<¤˙) Y('w√nd=<¤˙, -d<¤˙)

¥('wåndÈ>¤˙, -NÃ>¤˙)
/¤˘</ ‘/IÈr, Iær, Ir÷ iÈr/' hearing /'h¤˘<¤˙/ y•Y('h¤<¤˙) ¥('h¤È>¤˙)
/™˘</ ‘/eÈr, eær, Eær, E:r/' caring /'k™˘<¤˙/ y•Y('kh™<¤˙) ¥('kh™‘>¤˙)
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/̈ ˘</ ‘/UÈr, Uær, Ur÷ uÈr/' curing /'kj¨˘<¤˙/ y•Y('khj¨<¤˙) ¥('khj¨È>¤˙) (with further
pronunciations)

/j˘/ ‘/jU, jÈ, jÏ, jÿ÷ ju/' regular /'<™gj˘lÈ≤/ y('<™gjÈlÈq) Y(-≥) ¥('>™gjÈlå, -gj¨-)

/R/ ‘/È, e, E/' dictionary /'d¤kSÈnR<i/ y('d¤kSÈn<i) Y('d¤kSó&™<i) ¥('d¤kSó>i)
/RJ/ ‘/eI, È/' maintain /mRJn't™¤n/ y(m™¤n'th™;¤n, mÈn-) Y•¥(m™In'th™;In, mÈn-)
/™J/ ‘/eI, e/ Æ' maintain /m™Jn't™¤n/ y(m™¤n-, m™n-) Y•¥(m™In-, m™n-)
/FR/ ‘/aI, È/' missile /'m¤sFR§/ y('m¤s°) Y('m¤s®) ¥('m¤saÙı, -s®)
/r/ ‘/È, O:/' repertory /'<™pÈ≤tr<i/ y('<™pÈqtÈ<i, -c<i) Y('<™p≥&tø<i) ¥('>™pÈ˛>i)
/rE/ ‘/È, oU/' ceremony /'s™<ÈmrEni/ y('s™<ÈmÈni) Y(-<=&mø¨ni) ¥('s™>ÈmÈ-).

0.18. Consonants

/m/ ‘/m/' some /'såm/ y•¥('såm:) Y('s√m:)
/n/ ‘/n/' sun /'sån/ y•¥('sån:) Y('s√n:)
/̇ / ‘/̇ /' sung /'så˙/ y•¥('så˙:) Y('s√˙:)
/õ/ ‘/æm, …m, m/' rhythm /'<¤∑õ/ y•Y('<¤∑õ) ¥('>-)
/ó/ ‘/æn, …n, n/' cotton /'kØtó/ y•¥('khØtó) Y('khA-)

/p/ ‘/p/' pack /'pxk/ ('phxk)
/b/ ‘/b/' back /'bxk/ ('bxk)
/t/ ‘/T/' two /'tuu/ y('thu;u) Y('thU;u) ¥('th¯;u)
/d/ ‘/D/' do /'duu/ y('du;u) Y('dU;u) ¥('d¯;u)
/k/ ‘/k/' came /'k™¤m/ y('kh™;¤m) Y•¥('kh™;Im)
/g/ ‘/g÷ g/' game /'g™¤m/ y('g™;¤m) Y•¥('g™;Im)

/t</ ‘/Tr/' try /'t<a™/ y('ch<a;™) Y('th<a;Ù) ¥('˛h>a;Ù)
/d</ ‘/Dr/' dry /'d<a™/ y('G<a;™) Y('d<a;Ù) ¥('Ã>a;Ù)
/c/ ‘/TS/' chain /'c™¤n/ y('ch™;¤n) Y•¥('ch™;In)
/G/ ‘/DZ/' Jane /'G™¤n/ y('G™;¤n) Y•¥('G™;In)

/f/ ‘/f/' few /'fjuu/ y('fju;u) Y•¥('fj¯;u)
/v/ ‘/v/' view /'vjuu/ y('vju;u) Y•¥('vj¯;u)
/†/ ‘/†/' wreath /'<ii†/ y('<ii†) Y('<Ii†) ¥('>Ii†)
/∑/ ‘/∑/' wreathe /'<ii∑/ y('<i;i„) Y('<I;i„) ¥('>I;i„)
/s/ ‘/s/' ice /'a™s/ y('a™s) Y•¥('aÙs)
/z/ ‘/z/' eyes /'a™z/ y('a;™Ω) Y•¥('a;ÙΩ)
/S/ ‘/S/' dilution /d˘'luuSúÈûn/(“ /da™-/} y(dÈ'luuSÈn) Y(dÈ'lUuSÈn) ¥(d¤'l¯uSó)
/Z/ ‘/Z/' delusion /d˘'luuZúÈûn/ y(dÈ'luuZÈn) Y(dÈ'lUuZÈn) ¥(d¤'l¯uZó)

/</ ‘/r/' rate /'<™¤t/ y('<™¤t) Y('<™It) ¥('>™It)
/j/ ‘/j/' yate /'j™¤t/ y('j™¤t) Y•¥('j™It)
/w/ ‘/w/' wait /'w™¤t/ y('w™¤t) Y•¥('w™It)
/h/ ‘/h/' hate /'h™¤t/ y('h™¤t) Y•¥('h™It)
/l/ ‘/l/' late /'l™¤t/ y('l™¤t) Y•¥('l™It)
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/§/ ‘/l/' hull /'hå§/ y('hå§:) Y('h◊ı:) ¥('h√ı:)
/°/ ‘/æl, l, Í/' apple /'xp°/ y('xp°) Y('xp®) ¥('xp®)

/ù/ ‘/T, ÿ, ù/' city /'s¤ùi/  y('s¤ti, 's¤4i) Y('s¤4i) ¥('s¤ti)
/≤/ ‘/–, r/' car /'kA:≤/ y('khA:q) Y('khA:<) ¥('khA:)
/ˆ/ ‘/j, –/' new /'nˆuu/ y('nju;u) Y('nU;u) ¥('nj¯;u)
/ã/ ‘/hw, w/' when /'ã™n/ y('w™n:) Y•¥('w™n:÷ 'hw™n:, 'W™n:).

0.19. Many friends should be expressly thanked for their kind help. We mention,
at least: Marco Cerini, Giacomo Ferrieri, Péter Manninger, Paolo Rossetto, Emanuele
Saiu.

Our website (http://venus.unive.it/canipa˚ for canIPA) is dedicated to Natural
Phonetics˘ It is also meant for updates, integrations, modifications, corrections,
reflections, anticipations, and to spread the importance of articulatory, auditory,
and functional phonetics, that is natural phonotonetics – the only one that allows
people feel that they are actually doing something useful and worthwhile, not just
mere ‘phonanism'.

Of course, by surfing the Web, one can simply search for canipa˚ because, sooner
or later, venus.unive will be changed.

˝
University of Venice (Italy)
Department of Speech Sciences
Phonetics and Phonology
2010/1/19
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Here are the orograms of the contoids found in the book on English Pronuncia-
tionS. <ey are presented in groups, according to manners of articulation.

We start from nasals and semi-nasals; then, stops; (slit “ grooved) stop-strictives
“ constrictives, semi-constrictives; approximants “ semi-approximants (including lat-
eralized ones).

In addition: trills, taps “ flaps; laterals, semi-laterals, a uni-lateral, a constrictive
uni-lateral, two tapped laterals.

To end with, and just to illustrate their mechanisms: an ejective and injective
bilabial stop, and a prenasalized bilabial stop; and a nasalized tap and two nasal-
ized laterals.

<e contoidal orograms
“ their canIPA symbols
{© Luciano Canepari, 2010, Venice University, Italy}

Nasals 
 

Semi-nasals

)/m /[ /m /M

/M /˙ /n £/n

/º/¸ /n

/N /n /~ /N

/” /˙ /,

/∫ /M /« 

{]}/N

419
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Stops

p/b (/{ p/b

]/7 t/d

4/7

t/d

T/D

t/d

+/_ ©/á £/8 ´/Ò 

k/g

ö 

k/g$/¢

B/∫

Q/Á

P/b

Ú/¢ 

˛/Ã T/D†/fl 

Slit stop-strictives 
 

‡/ƒ ./… k/› 

∞/ w/ ∑/

p/

}/

Grooved stop-strictives 
 

q/Q q/Q ç/Ç 

fi/" C/‚ 

C/G

c/G

c/g ⁄/Á 

Â/© 

Ë/Z

s/S

©/≈ 

ú/∂ ı/D
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Slit constrictives 
 

å/6 f/v 5/ç 

f/v †/∑ w/W

Q/z Â/J

x/Ÿ X/º 

/ø /ï 

4/• 

fl/∂ 

∆/,

·/y ∂/d/m

ƒ/√ ˙/∫ fl/∂ 

Grooved and slit semi-constrictives 
 

Á/Î 

Grooved constrictives. 
 

s/zs/z †/Ã 

ß/fi 

ë/ò X/5S/Z x/ç 

S/q

À/=

ß/Ω ∑/„ 

//\./÷

¿/B

*/ï 

À/ã 

“/‰ 
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Approximants

F/B /V /¶ Ï/ƒ 

≈/¸ /⁄ 

˜/˜ /‰ h H

â/j /¥

/µ /° ∆/ W/w

/„

Semi-approximants 
 

/ã /F

/= /j/Æ

/b /d

+
/S

+
/¸ />

+

/˛ 
+

/<

+ +
/<

+
/Ã

/‰
+ +

/≈

Lateralized approximants (and two semi-approximants)

/r /5 /K

5/R /R /e /ç 

/r

Trills 
 

Taps
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Laterals (those with added rounding, (∞), are not shown in the following table, for lack of space)

Semi-laterals

Uni-lateral Tapped lateralsConstrictive uni-lateral

+

+
/l

+
/t

/l
+

/¬ 

+
/ı 

+
/∞ 

+
/3

+
/]

+
/l

+
/$

+
/¬ 

+
/¥

+
/L

/L

+
/ı 

+
/¯ 

+
/®

/R
+

+
/Ï

+
/ÿ

+
/ù /§

+
/)

+

+

+
/ô 

+
/¬ 

+
/» !/

+

Ó/[
+

r/m /e

‰aps

/® 

‘b ± 

èb

£ ¨å

Injective (b)Ejective (b) Prenasalized (b)

Nasalized (4, l, ∞)

p« 
± 
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m
ö

 

F`Ô
 

&ƒ
 _ 
 

`ß ´ ã ó
 

Â
 

‰
 

„
 

Œ
Œ

‹
 

Æü
ü

æ Ñ
 

M
∫

 

[
M

M
˙

n
n

N
º

¸
n

N
)

£
 

b p
{ (

Á

Q

mb p

b P
7 ]

d t
d t

7 4
D T

∫ B

Ã 
˛ 

fl
 

† 

…
 

.
ƒ

 
‡

 
p

Q q
Q q

Ç
 

ç
 

"
fi

 ∂
 

ú
 

6
v f

å
 

•
 

4

v f
ç
 

5
W w

∑ 
† 

∂
 

fl
 

z
ï

ø
Q

z s ∂ fl

z s
Ã
 

† 
fi ß 

¢
 

Ú S sï
 

*
Ω
 

„ 
ß 

∑ 

d ∂ 
Î 

Á 

√
 

ƒ 
V F

B
¶
 

V
⁄ 

¸ 

S

F
ƒ 
Ï 

≈
 

>
Ã

˛ 

r
5

R
R

e® 
[m

Ó
e

r

l
R

Z Ë
 ã
 

À 

ı 
l

$
¯ 

Ï 
l!

]

ô
 

¬ 
» 

bilabial

bilabial rounded

palatalized bilabial
semi-alveolarized bilabial

velarized bilabial
labiodental
labiodental rounded
postalveolariz. labiodental r.
palatalized labiodental

pro-dental
pre-dental

dental

alveolar semi-rounded

alveolar rounded

denti-alveolar
velarized dental
labiodentalized dental

alveolar

alveolar–bilabial
labiodentalized alveolar

velarized alveolar
semi-velarized alveolar
uvularized alveolar

apico-palatal

postalveolar
postalveolar rounded
velarized postalveolar
velarized postalveolar rounded

ö
 

F`Ô
 

&ƒ
 

_ 
 `ß ´ ã ó
 

Â
 

‰
 

„
 

‹
 

Ææ Ñ
 

~
N

” 

«
 

˙ 
,

_ +
á © 

8 £
Ò 
´ 

g k
¢ $

g k
ö 

∞
 

w
∑

 }

G C
g c

Á
 

⁄
 

›
 

k

©
 

Â
 

J Â 

∆
 

·
 Ÿ 

x
º 

X

÷ .
\ /

5 X
ç x

q S
= À 

B ¿
 

,
y

m

j
¥ 

°
µ

 
â

 
‰ 

∆ 
w

„
W

˜ 
˜ 

H h

ã 
d

b
F

Æ
=

j

<

ù
)

<
q

⁄
K

ç ¬ 

5
r

ı 
L

postalveo-prevelar

velar over-rounded

postalveo-palatal (raised tip)
postalveo-palatal protruded

postalveo-prevelar protruded

postalveo-velar protruded
postalveo-velar

prepalatal
bilabialized prepalatal
palatal
postpalatal
postpalatal rounded

prevelar rounded
prevelar

postalveolariz. prevelar round.
provelar
provelar rounded
velar

semi-dentalized velar

velar rounded

uvulo-postalveolariz. velar r.
uvular
(trilled) uvular
pharyngealized uvular
laryngeal

n

D T
d t‚

 
C

≈
 

©
 

G c

ò ë 
Z S

‰ 
“ 

L

postalveo-palatal (lowered tip)
postalveo-palatal protruded

J
J

¸
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é vocoid/vowel
é reduced V (in duration: = ä)
ä shortened V
– nasalized V
´ devoiced V
V voiced lenis V
‚ voiceless lenis V
◊ half-nasalized V
≠ rounded V
Ÿ unrounded V
5 advanced V
Ì retracted V
† lowered V
Ï raised V
é normal V – or under other conventions
ü creaky V (or laryngealized)
0 contoid/consonant
0 reduced C (in duration: = ¸)
¸ shortened C
ô glottalized voiceless C, with simultaneous

(ö)
— intense (‘syllabic') C
Ò devoiced C
Â voiceless lenis C – or under other conven-

tions, especially diaphonemic
C voiced lenis C
= voiceless C
Ê voiced C
± rounded C
Ü unrounded C
J palatalized C
ˆ velarized/uvularized C
ó advanced C
ô retracted C
ú tenser/closer C
õ less tense/close C
ó creaky/laryngealized voiced C
‹ lateral C
ü constrictive lateral C
û voiceless lateral C
æ lateral tap C
Æ unilateral C
Œ semilateral C

µ lateral — trill/tap C
¯ intense (‘syllabic') lateral — trill/tap C
@ voiceless lateral — trill/tap C
ö nasal C
M intense (‘syllabic') nasal C
° voiceless nasal C
ù sonant (or sonorant) C
% intense (‘syllabic') sonant C
# voiceless sonant C
ó trill (or trill “ tap) C
§ voiceless trill (or trill “ tap) C
˘ constrictive trill C
Â tap C
≈ lateralized tap C
‰ flap C
„ lateralized flap C
∑ median approximant C
ß approximant C
´ semi-approximant C
ã lateralized approximant C
J lateralized semiapproximant C
¡ peripheral approximant C
ô obstruent (F, !, ò) C, in diphonic pairs
‡ laryngeal approximant C
â laryngeal constrictive C
F stop C
K semi-stop C
ƒ (slit) constrictive C
 (slit) semi-constrictive C
_ grooved constrictive C
` grooved semi-constrictive C
ò (generic) constrictive C
∞ (generic) semi-constrictive  C

` (slit) stop-strictive C
@ (slit) stop-semi-strictive C
¤ (slit) semi-stop-strictive C
Ô grooved stop-strictive C
& grooved stop-semi-strictive C
I grooved semi-stop-strictive C
! (generic) stop-strictive C
Ì (generic) stop-semi-strictive C
î (generic) semi-stop-strictive C
˜ lateral stop-strictive C

Generic symbols

Here we give the complete list of our generic symbols for phonic categories, al-
though they are not all used in this work. For further details, the readers are re-
ferred to our book Natural Phonetics “ Tonetics.
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º trill(ed)/tap(ped) stop-strictive C
* lexeme
$ grammeme
O rhythm group
o reduced rhythm group
à phono-syllable
i reduced phono-syllable
à çlightÇ syllable
9 çheavyÇ syllable
` çzeroÇ phone/phoneme
0 indicates proximity to é – 00, 000, 00

Ò indicates proximity to 0 – Òé, Òé Ò, é Ò

0$ C with audible explosion
0 æ C with inaudible explosion
05 = /=/ – /=h/
0Ì = /Ê/ – /Êh
0« ejective C
‘0 injective C
60 dejective/click C
ê0 prenasalized dejective C
è0 prenasalized C
'é stressed V (with strong/primary stress)
&é half-stressed V (with mid/medium/second-

ary/half-strong stress)
’é unstressed V (with weak stress)
»é destressed V (with reduced stress, up to weak;

starting from 'é)
"é over-stressed V (with extrastrong stress)
é: long V
é; half-long V
éà less than long V
éò less than half-long V
é| utterance-final V
|é after a pause or silence V
éò word-final V
òé word-initial V
é˘ syllable-final V
-é- V within a word, word-internal V
| pause
\ potential pause
|| longer pause
ì œ (low) parenthesis
‘ ’ (mid) parenthesis
^ Œ quotation
. emic conclusive intoneme
? emic interrogative intoneme
÷ emic suspensive intoneme
, emic continuative intoneme

normal preintoneme (no sign)

¿ interrogative preintoneme
¡ imperative preintoneme
˚ emphatic preintoneme
& supplementary interrogative preintoneme

(in French)
5 (Ì ' Ç ç) tone with strong stress
— (& –) tone with mid stress
1 (2 3) tone with weak stress
8 ( " ∞ £) tone with extrastrong stress
9 (6 0 à è é) falling tone
Ô (• Ò ` ¶ ´) rising tone
ù Japanese akusento (distinctive pitch lower-

ing)
# (@ § ° í ï ÷ /) shift diacritic

§ @ paraphonic element, or grapheme
( ) phonetic transcription
/ / phonemic transcription
(( )) hyperphonetic transcription
// // hyperphonemic transcription
( ) symbol/phon(em)e which can fall (or be

lacking)
(( )) potential symbol/phon(em)e, which can

be used.



List of maps “ paraphonic-setting figures 

Maps
Canada 22-23, ˙ 62.7-8
USA (“ the Caribbean) 30-32, ˙ 67.1-3
<e West 33, ˙ 67.4
<e North 44, ˙ 74
<e East 52-53, ˙ 80.1-2
New York City 66, ˙ 85.1
<e Midland 73, ˙ 87.1
Eastern Midland 74, ˙ 87.2
<e South 90-91, ˙ 97.1-2
<e Delmarva Peninsula 122, ˙ 107.1
Native-American areas 135, ˙ 116
<e British Isles 150-152, ˙ 129.1-3
England 153-154, ˙ 129.4-5
<e Southeast of England 160-161, ˙ 131.1-2
<e Celtic areas 221, ˙ 169
Wales 223, ˙ 170
Scotland 235, ˙ 172
Ireland 257-258, 264, ˙ 180.1-3
Ulster 271, ˙ 183
Australia “ New Zealand 286, ˙ 188
South Africa 305, ˙ 202

Settings
Others, without figures, are to be found in Ã 49, Other paraphonic elements˚

and –generally– at the end of pertinent final sections of chapters on Territorial ac-
cents, while Ã 48, Paraphonic use of pitch˚ shows a tonetic figure.

<e Black-American voice 115, ˙ 106.1
<ree types of kinds of voice 116, ˙ 106.2
Di‡erent tongue settings 204, ˙ 158.3
Two Liverpool settings 208, ˙ 161.3
Cardi‡ predorsal-tongue setting 233, ˙ 171.3
Glasgow radical-tongue setting 250, ˙ 177.3
Black-African voice 324, 355, ˙ 214.2, ˙ 232.2

Lists 427



Instead of indicating hundreds and hundreds of books and articles, or even a
whole thousand of works (which are perhaps di‚cult to obtain and often hardly
useful), we have preferred to list only what is thought to be really useful and rec-
ommendable to expand one's own experience and knowledge on the subject. ̨ ere-
fore, practical books are preferred, especially when recordings are available too,
more than theories, which are often too abstract and consequently quite useless.

Furthermore, many more or less recent books do not appear here, since –unfor-
tunately– they do not have much to o‡er. Too often, they just keep on repeating
the same old things found in other books, without checking them or correcting
them. Instead of making progress, they are wholly useless, and –indeed– guiltily
and dishonestly harmful. It is fundamental to avoid such useless and penile books
as, for instance, †e Sound Structure of English. An Introduction (2009), whose au-
thor is so ‘clever a scholar' as to say that phonos = ‘sound'. But, actually, as every-
body knows, phone = ‘sound', while phonos = ‘murder' (of course, the murder of
Phonetics, no doubt, committed by that luminary, who might try to ‘correct' his
‘pearls of wisdom' into ‘phone = sound', with the same result, since the root fon-
means ‘murder', while ‘sound' is fvn-).

˛us, much more can be done, by carefully reading few selected works (and,
sometimes, skipping certain –more or less extended– parts in them), and by listen-
ing extensively –and in the right way, according to the Natural Phonetics Method–
to the sounds of English.

Certain phonetics treatises have the same ‘clarity' and ‘e‡ectiveness' of pictorial
and chromatic disquisitions performed… on the radio (with no color booklets)!
˛erefore, it would be better to read something di‡erent, but more useful and in-
teresting, even if the subject might not seem to be related with phonetics. For in-
stance, it is highly recommendable to read (and carefully observe the figures)
something on typography, in these days when even traditional publishers are seri-
ously lazy and tragically lax, because they make a limited and partial use of the
possibilities provided by electronic publishing, in particular, as far as the use and
–mostly– the elaboration of fonts, ¤ printing characters, are concerned. ˛ere are
very good programs for anyone willing to produce splendid –and ino‡ensive–
fonts! It seems incredible that publishers like Cambridge University Press, when
dealing with phonetics, or with plain non-ascii symbols or with simple letters with

Selected annotated bibliography
(for both parts)
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diacritics, actually produce absurd typographical mixtures, by combining togeth-
er di‡erent –clearly unmatching– fonts and dimensions, and by slanting charac-
ters instead of using actual italic shapes, when needed. Still, they are the publish-
ers of both †e Handbook of the International Phonetic Association and †e Journal
of the International Phonetic Association!

<e French project Phonology of Contemporary English (\ ‘Phonologie de l'An-
glais Contemporain') is meant to deal with the variation of English from as many
di‡erent locations as possible in the English-speaking world, by collecting various
recorded samples. We do hope that finally those samples will be useful and copi-
ous, because the available works so far produced are not at all promising, since
they do not di‡er much from anything produced before. <ey are still just glot-
tosophic or glottometric things (and with extremely generic symbols), certainly
not glottographic, as they should. And we do not yet know anything about the ac-
tual areas they will be collected from, nor about how intonation will be included.

On the contrary, the unabridged Webster's †ird New International Dictionary
of the English Language is a rich mine of (lexical and) phonetic information, with
many interesting variants, including non-neutral ones, in spite of its complicated
non-IPA symbolization and its publication date (which explains why it does not con-
tain such words as Internet or emoticon).

˛ose who are interested in Natural Phonetics descriptions, which means prac-
tical and realistic, can safely reject (from other bibliographies and catalogs) books
and articles from recent last decades, which explicitly mention phonology, espe-
cially when it is specified that it is generative, autosegmental, metrical, and many
other definitions (probably abandoned just after the publication of few articles).
Recently, the optimality theory is rampant… ˛ese phonic studies are all glotto-
sophic (¤ abstract and theoretical), not glottographic (¤ concrete and practical).
Equally, glottometric studies (¤ acoustic and quantitative) can safely be rejected,
unless their numerical facts can be changed into actual concrete realities; they are
easily recognized, with practice, from some words in their titles, or from the kind
of journals in which they are published.

˛erefore, the (relatively) few titles which appear here are not only ‘imperni-
cious', but surely provide useful information and notions for acquisition and per-
sonal reflections, which go beyond too many readings, if real natural phonetics is
what we are looking for (¤ glottographic –not glottosophic, or glottometric– pho-
netics). Even less useful are glottemeric books and articles, by journalist-like ‘lin-
guists', who just repeat what people may seem to like, without changing anything
in order not to strain their minds with ‘unwelcome' innovations, however impor-
tant they may be.

All our examples are taken from the very many recordings of spontaneous speech
and special questionnaires we used to collect our samples. ˛e examples are tran-
scribed using canIPA symbols to provide very precise notations and descriptions by
means of our vocograms and orograms (and tonograms as well), which might be
compared to color pictures against black and white ones, whose nuances are very
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di‡erent, and hardly comparable. ˛erefore, we do not feel the need to mention
those authors who may have given similar descriptions and/or transcriptions,
which are not as precise as ours. Frankly, it would have been impossible to concili-
ate the descriptions and transcriptions which can be found in the literature; so we
had to decide to ground our transcriptions principally on the various (selected)
recordings which we used for our descriptions. Of course, should we happen to
mention some particular information and/or (retranscribed) examples from given
authors, we will give full references.

We have adopted this strategy because, otherwise, we would feel the necessity
–too often and repeatedly– to criticize the terms and symbols used by the major-
ity of phoneticians (to say nothing about general linguists, least of all about gener-
ative –or ‘degenerative'– linguists, rather ‘glottosophers', as we know), since we
consider such terms and symbols to be too generic and less scientific.

˛e few books we indicate in our bibliography can be used as general introduc-
tions or for general information about less phonetic/linguistic –¤ marginal– mat-
ters. On the contrary, of course, the dictionaries listed (and generally commented)
are the most useful books, which all readers should use actively, together with good
recordings which they should collect by themselves. Following our taxophonic in-
dications, the readers can safely change the phonemic transcriptions which they
find in the dictionaries into our own canIPA phonotonetic transcriptions.

˛e recordings indicated in this bibliography are mere examples of some accents,
just to have a taste of them. Certainly, they are not su‚cient for a complete analy-
sis of any accents: they are very partial both for the phonemes and especially for
the taxophones. Often just one token is provided, but for a limited number of con-
texts; to say nothing about intonation, which is completely ignored. Even the in-
formants are not always the best possible ones; but this is an actual problem for
the recordings, in these studies.

No information is provided here –on purpose– for those cd's which may be
available for some books but run just on Windows operating systems (which is not
fair, indeed).

arnold, g. f. “ tooley, o. m. (1972) Say It with Rhythm, 3: An Advanced Phonetic
Reader. London: Longman. Useful in spite of its old-fashioned –‘pre-Beatles'– IPA.

Australian Learners Dictionary (1997) Sydney: National Centre for English Lan-
guage Teaching and Research. Gives selected distributions of Australian pronun-
ciation; IPA.

BBC Pronouncing Dictionary of British Names (1983”, 1971») Oxford: ø¨π. British
pronunciation; IPA and modified spelling with markers above vowels and un-
der consonants.

bronstein, a. j. (1960) †e Pronunciation of American English. New York: Apple-
ton-Century-Crofts. Introductory book; IPA (although fifty years ago it seemed
to us far better than it actually is).

Canadian Oxford Dictionary, <e (2001) Oxford University Press: Don Mills, On-
tario. Gives Canadian pronunciation, with some variants; IPA.



canepari, l. (1983) Phonetic Notation˘ Venice: Cafoscarina. With 2 enclosed au-
diocassettes; almost canIPA.

— (2000 {amended “ modified edition}) Dizionario di pronuncia italiana {A Dic-
tionary of Italian Pronunciation}. Bologna: Zanichelli. 60,000 forms with tran-
scription and pronunciation variants, which correspond at least to 180,000 ac-
tual words; pronunciations given: modern neutral, traditional neutral, accept-
able, tolerated, slovenly, intentional and lofty; canIPA (a cheap paperback –but
sewn and integral– edition appeared in 2009).

— (2004 {amended “ modified version of the second edition}) Manuale di pronun-
cia italiana {A Handbook of Italian Pronunciation}˘ Bologna: Zanichelli. With
2 enclosed audiocassettes {a digital version of the recordings is downloadable
from the author's website}; the current Handbook on Italian Pronunciation, in-
troducing modern neutral pronunciation, in addition to the traditional one, be-
sides other types (indicated in the preceding title), including the 22 Italian re-
gional koinés, with 53 phonic maps; canIPA˘

— (2005) A Handbook of Phonetics: ‘Natural' phonetics – articulatory, auditory, and
functional˘ München: Lincom Europa; see next title; canIPA˘

— (2007) Natural Phonetics “ Tonetics. Articulatory, auditory, and functional˘
München: Lincom Europa. Updated edition of previous title; in the first part,
gives a complete presentation of the canIPA method and symbolization; while, in
the second part, it provides accurate phonosyntheses of 241 living languages and
71 dead ones (in our website, the latter are 81, freely downloadable).

— (2007”) A Handbook of Pronunciation. English, Italian, French, German, Span-
ish, Portuguese, Russian, Arabic, Hindi, Chinese, Japanese, Esperanto. München:
Lincom Europa; accurate canIPA transcriptions, as in this book.

— (2009”) Pronuncia inglese per italiani˘ Rome (Italy): Aracne. International En-
glish pronunciation, with American “ British di‡erences; canIPA˘

— (2010) English PronunciationS. 1: International, American “ British neutral Ac-
cents˚ and 2: Territorial Accents˘ Rome (Italy): Aracne. Inexpensive paperback
(but sewn) edition of the present book, in two volumes; canIPA.

catford, j. c. (1977) Fundamental Problems in Phonetics˘ Edinburgh: ™¨π (IPA)
(chapters 6-11).

— (1988) A Practical Introduction to Phonetics˘ Oxford: ø¨π. Guided drills to de-
velop phonetic kinesthesia, to be performed accurately, step by step; however, the
2001 edition should be avoided because of too many technical problems during
its unsuccessful updating; IPA.

collins, b. “ mees, i. m. (2008”) Practical Phonetics and Phonology. London: Rout-
ledge. A simple textbook but with an audio cd containing short and quick un-
scripted samples of 25 accents, in current orthography; IPA.

dauer, r. m. (1993) Accurate English˘ Englewood Cli‡s: Regents/Prentice Hall. A-
merican pronunciation; with 4 enclosed audiocassettes; almost IPA.

Dictionary of South African English on Historical Principles, A (1996) Oxford: Ox-
ford Univ. Press in association with the Dictionary Unit for South African En-
glish. Includes words from Afrikaans and South-African languages; IPA.
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foulkes, p. “ docherty, g. j. (1999 D) Urban Voices. London: Arnold. Di‡erent-
-quality contributions, with a non-enclosed audiocassette; IPA.

Gage Canadian Dictionary (2000) Gage Educational Publishing Company: Van-
couver. Gives Canadian pronunciation, with variants; IPA.

gimson, a. c. (1975) A Practical Course of English Pronunciation˘ London: Arnold.
British English; with a non-enclosed audiotape, with pronunciation well corre-
sponding to those years; IPA.

— “ ramsaran, s.m. (1982) An English Pronunciation Companion˘ Oxford: ø¨π.
British English; with a non-enclosed audiocassette; IPA.

Gimson's Pronunciation of English (2008]) London: Hodder. Edited by a. crutten-

den; originally: gimson, a. c. {1962», 1989[} An Introduction to the Pronunciation
of English˘ London: Arnold; once the most recommendable textbook for neutral
British pronunciation, although it has not reached the declared –and hoped for–
updating of symbols and conceptions; British English with some regional charac-
teristics occasionally indicated and some general variants treated concisely; IPA.

hickey, r. (2004) A Sound Atlas of Irish English˘ Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. With
an enclosed cd, not too thrilling, however, especially because the same things
are repeated in so many other publications, but with frequent unwanted and un-
intentional changes in the symbols used, and with not too reliable descriptions
(even though this ‘characteristic' is shared with so many other native phoneti-
cians, followed by too many non-native ones); the recordings are certainly not
impeccable and quite unfit for intonation; IPA.

hughes, a. “ trudgill, p. “ watt, d. (2005) English Accents and Dialects: An In-
troduction to the Social and Regional Varieties of English in the British Isles. Lon-
don: Arnold. ˛ere had been three previous editions by the first two authors,
with the same title and a non-enclosed audiocassette, starting from 1979»; has
an enclosed audio-cd with some new recordings; the diphthongs are shown in
a curious way, at first rather confusing, as a line ending in a big dot, instead of
as an arrow as before, but again missing the opportunity of hinting at lip shapes;
simple descriptions and transcriptions, with no intonation; IPA.

jones, d. (1956[, 1909») †e Pronunciation of English˘ Cambridge: ©¨π. British
pronunciation; meanwhile, pronunciation has changed and symbols have been
improved, but it is still worthwhile reading, rather than so many more recent
books; ‘pre-Beatles' IPA.

— (1960Ô, 1918») An Outline of English Phonetics˘ Cambridge: He‡er. British pro-
nunciation; meanwhile, pronunciation has changed and symbols have been im-
proved, but it is still worthwhile reading, rather than many more recent books;
‘pre-Beatles' IPA.

— (1967’, 1950») †e Phoneme: its Nature and Use˘ Cambridge: He‡er. Somehow
still more useful than many recent books; IPA.

— (2006»], 1917») Cambridge English Pronouncing Dictionary˘ Cambridge: ©¨π.
Edited by P. Roach “ J. Hartman “ J. Setter, in addition to British pronuncia-
tion, gives the American one, which however is not always neutral but simply



mediatic; besides, it has lost much of the original spirit, by standardizing the
transcriptions {Ô Jones “ Gimson “ Ramsaran}; together with Wells 2008’ it
provides a reliable survey, especially for British English; unfortunately, it does
not take any advantage of the use of diaphonemes and interphonemes; IPA.

— “ gimson, a. c. “ ramsaran, s. (1988) English Pronouncing Dictionary˘ Lon-
don: Dent. British; although the pronunciation has now changed a bit, it is still
worthwhile consulting evenly, to have a taste of all the nuances indicated and to
be able to enter the spirit of the language, lost in the more recent editions; IPA.

kenyon, j. s. (1950»Ò, 1924») American Pronunciation˘ George Wahr: Ann Arbor.
American English; although the pronunciation has now changed a bit, it is still
worthwhile seeing; there is also an ‘augmented' edition by others, mostly for
some acoustic data, 1994»”; IPA.

— “ knott, t. a. (1953) A Pronouncing Dictionary of American English˘ Spring-
field, mass: Merriam. American pronunciation; although the pronunciation has
now changed a bit, it is still worthwhile consulting; IPA (while, incredibly –in
the 3rd millennium– mostly in America, non-IPA dictionaries are still being pub-
lished!).

king, g. (2005) Colloquial English. London/New York: Routledge. A language
course with a one-page list of ‘mixed' IPA symbols, and 2 cd's with pronuncia-
tions including occasional instances of ‘newer' mediatic-like British realizations,
such as /ii, iò/ (¤i), /™¤/ (Ä¤), /a™/ (AÙ), /ø™/ (o¤), /uu/ (&%), /ø¨/ (‘T), /aø/ (ÅÖ), /π/
(Å), /Ø/ (O), /ø:/ (oI), /™È/ (Ä‘), /iiı/ (I®), including (n)either as /'{n}ii∑È≤/ and some
(ö0) occurrences for /'é/ + /p, T, k, c/; and also some ‘soft' regional pronuncia-
tions, such as /X/ ('lπf) in laugh˚ or /å/ as ('b‘s, 'wOn) in bus˚ one; the intonation
used is generally ‘mediatic', including /?/ (2 ' 1 2) and /÷/ (2 Ì 2 2), and su‚ciently
spontaneous-like.

kingdon, r. (1958a) English Intonation Practice. London: Longman. Orthography
with intonation strokes.

— (1958b) †e Groundwork of English Intonation. London: Longman. Orthog-
raphy with intonation strokes and diagrams.

kortmann, b. “ schneider, e. Â (2005 D) A Handbook of Varieties of English: 1
Phonology. Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. In a book of 1168 pages, people interest-
ed in accents of the English language would expect to find more on native vari-
eties of English and, perhaps, a little less on traditional dialects, pidgins, and cre-
oles {although interesting in a general way, while Puerto Rico and southern ∫ori-
da, for instance, are missing}; but especially greater precision would be appreci-
ated, in particular for the presentation and representation of the vowels; simple
descriptions and transcriptions, with vague o‚cial-IPA symbols, with no voco-
grams, orograms and intonation. In its demo version in the publishers' website
{in spite of some discouraging technical problems}, the accompanying cd-rom

seemed to be more promising than it actually is; IPA.
kurath, h. “ mcdavid, r. i. (1961) †e Pronunciation of English in the Atlantic

States. Ann Arbor: ˛e Univ. of Michigan Press. ˛e vowels and some conso-
nants, no intonation; almost IPA.
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labov, w. “ ash, s. “ boberg, c. (2006) †e Atlas of North American English. Berlin:
Mouton de Gruyter. A fairer and more appropriate title would be †e Atlas of
North-American English Stressed Vowels˚ seeing that –practically– it only deals with
these (anaesv, rather than anae), in a word: Labovowels.

Unfortunately, this eagerly awaited (and rather expensive) Atlas is rather dis-
appointing, and certainly not driving people into the best of tempers, since it
gives far less than promised. In fact, its approach and method su‡er too heavily
from a cartoon-like and special-e‡ect policy –or, rather, obsession– which has
made it widely known, in spite of its evident limits. In fact, it continues to large-
ly ignore such important data as precise directions and extensions of both phone-
mic and phonetic diphthongs. Instead of clearly and accurately showing these re-
al movements, it gets bogged down in a series of presumed shifts, which are hard-
ly ever real or actual changes, but only something that –at last– is fully recog-
nized. ̨ e Atlas is explicitly and expressly devoted to the description of the vow-
el systems of regional ‘dialects'; but, generally, it only deals with some stressed
vowels, not with whole systems; while consonants are completely ignored, not
to speak of intonation, as if they were not an integral part of their pronuncia-
tion. Reading the chapters of this Atlas, it seems as if the authors were three as-
tonished small children, moving to new places, who marvel at people pronoun-
cing words di‡erently from what they are used to. Actually, what is wrong with
this approach is that they persevere with seeing ‘changes in progress' and ‘chain
shifts' everywhere. ˛eir view is as if –by magic– we happened to start from a
kind of ‘phonic paradise', where everybody used to speak neutral American En-
glish, but suddenly felt the wicked need to change things, as the only aim in their
life, just to create peculiar chain shifts, in order to produce ‘Labovowels'.

At the time of the Beatles, we were in favor of Sociolinguistics. At last, its
glottometric way (especially when it treated a whole system of variables with pre-
cise phonetic values for any variants in a concrete glottographic way) was actually
countering the ethereal unreality and unconcreteness of the glottosophic genera-
tive trend, which seems to consider actual reality just as an unpleasant accident.
But now, most of current Sociolinguistics has changed into a continual chase af-
ter fake scoops. In fact, we are not faced with presumed ‘linguistic changes', but
with linguistic-usage changes, as C. H. Grangent and J. S. Kenyon clearly attest-
ed at least as early as 1890-1920 (followed and complemented by C. K. ˛omas,
especially 1930-1960). ˛ere exist even precious recordings that date back to the
third (and second) part of the 1800's. Certain sociolinguists want to use them to
hint at these blessed ‘changes in progress' and ‘shift chains'; instead, those record-
ings clearly demonstrate that these ‘discoveries' have been already there for a long
time! We are firmly convinced that the only really satisfactory solution has to be
found in the frame of Natural Phonetics (“ Tonetics)˚ which –to be true– is al-
ways based on the objective reality of the pronunciation of actual people, al-
though, of course, in relation to neutral pronunciation.

With an enclosed cd, whose sound files are very far from high-quality, very
incomplete and too noisy; no intonation; non-IPA.



Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced Learners (2002) Oxford: Macmillan
Education. Strangely, this dictionary ‘created in Britain and the usa' only gives
British pronunciation and with only tiny detail; however, it can be useful for
the –British– stressing of lexical collocations; IPA.

Macquarie Dictionary, †e (1997’) Sydney: ˛e Macquarie Library. Encyclopedic,
gives Australian pronunciation, with variants; IPA.

Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (2003»») Springfield, Mass.: Merriam-Web-
ster. American pronunciation; interesting for its frequent phonic variants, al-
though it shows absurd ‘secondary stresses', since they are absurdly marked for
almost every non-attenuated V÷ with 2 useful appendices on {about 14,000} bi-
ographical and geographical Names; unfortunately still non-IPA, in spite of the
great Kenyon “ Knott's Dictionary example.

milroy, j. (1981) Regional accents of English: Belfast. Belfast: Blacksta‡; IPA˘
NBC Handbook of Pronunciation (1964’) New York: Crowell. American pronunci-

ation; an unsparing three-column dictionary where more than 60% of each page
is wasted for respelling too, but with the addition of IPA.

o'connor, j. d. (1973) Phonetics˘ Harmondsworth: Penguin. In spite of some quite
strangely collocations of regional vowels and diphthongs in the quadrilaterals; IPA.

Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English (2005]) Oxford: ø¨π.
British pronunciation with only major American di‡erences; it shows cases of
‘marked' stresses for certain lexical collocations, with a cd; IPA.

Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English – Encyclopedic Edition
(1992) Oxford: ø¨π. British pronunciation with only major American di‡er-
ences; it shows cases of ‘marked' stresses for certain lexical collocations; IPA.

Oxford BBC Guide to Pronunciation (2006) Oxford: ø¨π. Actually an A-Z diction-
ary of controversial cases, with a journalese subtitle like ‘the Essential Handbook
of the Spoken Word'; British pronunciation through respelling, excessively abun-
dant in h's {as in ‘Botham bohth-uhm /'bÈU†Èm/'}, with IPA only added after it,
but not in the very many notes, because –even in the 3rd millennium– its editors
‘do not expect programme makers to be able to use' IPA; happily giving at least
‘/E/', instead of ‘/e/', for /™/, but questionably also ‘/a, i:, u:, E:, √I/' for /x, ii, uu,
™È, a™/, according to the debatable ø¨π fashion in recent years; furthermore, not
always reliable and, so to say, quite a little bit ‘hysterical'.

Oxford Dictionary of Pronunciation for Current English˚ †e (2001)˘ Oxford: ø¨π.
Although it is the latest to be projected, it lags behind its predecessors. In addi-
tion, it is exactly the opposite to the very convenient diaphonemic and inter-
phonemic transcriptions – as a matter of fact, besides uselessly repeating also
‘identical' forms, in addition to those with slightly di‡erent phonetic renderings,
for every variant given it repeats the whole transcription {and not continuing the
line, but starting a new paragraph}, instead of indicating –more clearly– the sole
di‡erences {failing then to give the fundamental immediacy}. Besides, it uses
di‡erent criteria and symbols for the two accents {¤ British and American}, lead-
ing the reader to think there are di‡erences even where actually none is there, as
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for instance also for secondary-stress markings after primary stresses, which are in-
dicated in the American but not in the British pronunciation, for forms which
are instead absolutely identical such as ‘teacake ∫® 'ti:keIk, åµ 'ti&keIk' (3 lines), in-
stead of ‘teacake /'tiik™¤k/'. ̨ erefore, considering the great amount of blank space
and its many useless transcriptions, it uses twice the number of pages actually
needed: for instance, for the article a˚ it uses 10 lines {ten!} to give –in substance–
‘a /'™¤, È/', although it is very deficient in variants of reduced forms; besides, it mix-
es up neutral pronunciations and others which are not (yet) neutral, Õ dune with
a British variant identical to June, ‘/DZu:n/', or latter shown, in the American pro-
nunciation, exactly like ladder, ‘/'lxDÈr/', not even as a variant; ‘mixed' IPA˘

palmer, h. e. “ blanford, f. g. “ kingdon, r. (1969) A Grammar of Spoken En-
glish. Cambridge: He‡er. British; every example is not in current spelling, but
in phonemic and tonemic IPA transcription, though a simplified one.

quaggiato, m. e. (1998) Fonetica inglese neutra e del Sud. Univ. of Venice, unpub-
lished graduation thesis guided by L. Canepari; canIPA˘

Random House Dictionary of the English Language – Unabridged, †e (1987”) New
York: Random House. American; reliable for secondary stresses; but non-IPA.

Random House Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (1997”) New York: Random House.
American; reliable for secondary stresses; but non-IPA.

roach, p. (2000’) English Phonetics and Phonology. Cambridge: ©¨π. British pronun-
ciation; with 2 non-enclosed audiocassettes; IPA.

santipolo, m. (1998) A Socio-phonetic Description of Some Varieties of South-eastern British
English. Univ. of Venice, unpublished graduation thesis guided by L. Canepari; canIPA˘

<omas, c. k. (1958”) An Introduction to the Phonetics of American English. New
York: ̨ e Ronald Press Company. Simple descriptions and transcriptions, with
no intonation; one of our favorite readings at twelve years of age, although in-
su‚cient now; IPA.

trudgill, p. (1984 D) Language in the British Isles. Cambridge: ©¨π; IPA.
— (1999”) †e Dialects of England. Oxford: Blackwell. Simple descriptions and

transcriptions, with no intonation; IPA.
— “ hannah, j. (2008Ì, 1982») International English: A Guide to Varieties of Stan-

dard English. London: Arnold. ˛e first three editions had a non-enclosed au-
diocassette; for this edition, the sound files are downloadable from the publish-
er's website; simple descriptions and transcriptions, with no intonation; IPA.

turrin, n. (1997) †e Accents of Northern England. Univ. of Venice, unpublished
graduation thesis guided by L. Canepari; canIPA˘

Webster's New Biographical Dictionary (1988) Springfield, Mass.: Merriam Compa-
ny. American pronunciation; non-IPA.

Webster's New Encyclopedic Dictionary (1993) New York: Black Dog “ Leventhal.
American pronunciation; it shows destressable monosyllables by means of ‘zero'
stress marks; non-IPA.

Webster's New Geographical Dictionary (1988) Springfield, Mass.: Merriam Compa-
ny. American pronunciation; non-IPA.
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Webster's New World Dictionary. <ird College Edition (1988) Cleveland “ New York:
Webster's New World. American; shows graphic syllabification distinguishing be-
tween ‘normal' and just ‘possible', less recommended, hyphenation; non-IPA.

Webster's †ird New International Dictionary of the English Language – Unabridged
(1967) Springfield, Mass.: Merriam Company. American pronunciation; gives
several variant pronunciations, including mediatic and non-neutral ones, some-
how explained in its long introduction to pronunciation; today it is available
thanks to the meritorious, inexpensive, and easier to handle reprint –{though}
slightly reduced in size– published in Germany by Könemann, a few years ago;
unfortunately, it uses too complicated stress notation and symbol representa-
tion, not always quite clear; non-IPA.

wells, j. c. (1982) Accents of English˘ Cambridge: ©¨π. 3 vols; extensive survey
mainly based on available written sources at the time, rather dated now; simple
descriptions and transcriptions, with vague o‚cial-IPA symbols, with no voco-
grams, orograms or tonograms; IPA.

— (2006) English Intonation. An Introduction˘ Cambridge: ©¨π. British pronuncia-
tions; still using the ‘British' approach to intonation {but with notational limita-
tions ‘suggested' by current computer signs, in comparison with those used by
Kingdon}. It is better than most others, although not the best one today, with its
excessive ï and í and combinations, too; with an audio cd, where the modern
neutral pronunciation sometimes alternates with its older version –such as /™È≤/
(™‘), older (Eå|, ™å|}, /i/ (i), older (¤)– or with some of its mediatic variants, in-
cluding a few in-between realizations –such as /ø¨/ (‘Ï), /ø:/ (oo), /ø:≤/ (øå|), /Ø/
(O, ≠Ö, ≠≠ø), /A:/ (å:), /x/ (Å, Ä), /å/ (√), /uu/ (¢%, …¯), /'¤˙, ’¤˙/ (I˙, ≠i˙), /¤È≤/ (Ù:,
Ù‘), /̈ È≤/ (¨:), /a™/ (√I), half-stressed so /ø¨/ (‘¨) as (‘È), and worry with regular
/å/ (å), but also with (‘:), and even (Ö), /ù/ (4), /t+/ (ç), /</ (V, S, <), /òb</ (b), one
case of intrusive r and of non-linking r÷ unfortunately, both /,/ and /?/ are still in-
dicated as ‘"', and there are some ‘mixed' occurrences of /,/ and /÷/, the latter is
riskily rendered –especially before vowels– as ‘“"', which is too similar to ‘v', while
accompanied by a more rare –but actually unambiguous– mostly, though not al-
ways, unconnected ‘" “'; with finer distinctions in the final chapters, but with para-
phonics still mixed with linguistic intonation.

— (2008’) Longman Pronunciation Dictionary˘ Harlow: Longman. British “ Amer-
ican pronunciations; together with ‘Jones»]' it provides a reliable survey, espe-
cially for British English; for American English, ‘/Ø:/' has been removed from the
first edition {1990}, although it could be more useful than ‘/xr/', which is still
there; whereas ‘/o:r/' has become ‘/oUr/', which is more ‘economical', but far less
appropriate; too many non-neutral mediatic variants are given; unfortunately, it
does not take any advantage of the use of diaphonemes and interphonemes; IPA.

windsor lewis, j. (1972) A Concise Pronouncing Dictionary of British and Ameri-
can English˘ London: ø¨π. Despite ‘/o/' for /Ø/; IPA.

— (1977) People Speaking: Phonetic Readings in Current English˘ Oxford: ø¨π.
With a non-enclosed audiocassette giving selected texts in three kinds of tran-



scription: phonemes “ stress, orthography “ intonation strokes, phones “ in-
tonation strokes; despite ‘/o/' for /Ø/, IPA.

wise, c. m. (1957) Applied Phonetics˘ Englewood Cli‡s: Prentice-Hall. With native
and foreign English accents, but no intonation: one of our first ‘special' and fas-
cinating readings at 12 (as the transcriptions in Le Maître Phonétique certainly
were), up to 20 of age; but soon after they clearly turned out to be too simple,
approximate and merely segmental, including Wise's ‘standardized' quadrilat-
erals, unfortunately not fully exploited, as even in too many books and –es-
pecially– websites, today; IPA.
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